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Abstract
This is one of the “tales of two market failures”: we consider a setting where firms generate
environmental externalities and may invest into environmentally friendly technical change
generating R&D spillovers. We analyse the joint use of environmental liability law and R&D
subsidies to internalize the double externality. Two alternative liability rules are considered,
strict liability and negligence. In a complete information scenario, the social optimum in terms
of pollution abatement and technical progress may be induced by combining either liability
rule with an appropriate R&D subsidy. However, if the policy maker has incomplete
information with respect to the firm’s productivity of R&D investments and if he nondiscriminatorily sets a uniform liability rule and a uniform subsidy, if at all only the so-called
double negligence rule that uses an abatement and a technology standard may induce the
social optimum. The double negligence rule dominates strict liability with respect to the goal of
minimizing social costs under a mild condition also in those cases in which none of the liability
rules is able to induce firstbest behavior of firms. Somewhat counterintuitively the nondiscriminatory double negligence rule may even dominate a (simple as well as a double)
negligence rule with type-specific norms and compliance-contingent type-specific subsidies.

JEL classification: K13, Q58
Keywords : Environmental liability law, R&D subsidies , induced technical change

I. Introduction
This paper considers the joint use of environmental liability law and R&D subsidies to address
two market failures, a negative pollution externality and technology spillovers that represent a
positive externality. In this paper, the pollution externality is addressed by environmental
liability law. Liability law is modeled in two alternative types, strict liability and negligence. In
the case of strict liability, the polluter is responsible for any damage caused, irrespective of
fault. By contrast, under the negligence rule, the polluter has to compensate the victim for any
damage that has been caused if the polluter has neglected “due care”. If the polluter keeps the
standard of “due care”, he is exempt from liability. In the literature on environmental law and
economics, “due care” is operationalized by a norm of pollution abatement. We deal with this
traditional understanding of negligence below and call it “simple negligence”. In addition, we
introduce a somewhat more sophisticated version of this rule in which “due care” is defined as
a combination of a pollution abatement standard and a technology standard. We call this
version of the rule the “double negligence rule”.2 In the paper at hand, technology spillovers
are internalized by financial assistance for R&D which is modeled by a constant per unit
subsidy.
Our framework comprises two asymmetric firms that select pollution abatement and R&D
investment. The firms’ asymmetry is due to different levels of R&D costs, creating different
firm types. R&D is deterministic and lowers abatement costs. Firms interact via knowledge
spillovers.3 We consider the case of perfect information, in which the policy maker can observe
and verify firm type and behavior, and the case of imperfect information, in which the policy
maker observes only firm behavior, but not the type.
With perfect information, the policy maker can implement first best pollution abatement and
R&D investments under strict liability with R&D subsidies set at the optimal level. In the case of
negligence, apart from the condition on the level of the R&D subsidy, it is furthermore required
that the behavioral standard is set at the first best abatement level. In practical applications it
usually holds true that policy makers cannot observe the firm type, as specifics of the firm,
such as cost functions, are private information. With incomplete information the policy maker
may induce first best firm choices with a double negligence rule that combines an abatement
with a technology norm, given that the requirements specified in this paper are fulfilled. This
may be achieved by a kind of screening that separates the firms according to their (non2

An economic analysis of environmental liability law with the rules of simple negligence and strict liability can be
found in Endres (2011).
3
In order to focus on regulatory effects due to environmental liability law, we assume that firms do not compete
in markets, ruling out strategic effects due to market interaction (which are dealt with in, e.g., Puller 2006).
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)compliance with the norms. In any case under modest conditions (see section IV.4) the double
negligence rule outperforms the simple negligence rule, which in turn dominates the strict
liability rule, when evaluated by the benevolent policy maker. It can further be shown (see
section V) that the double negligence rule combined with a uniform subsidy may even
dominate a (simple as well as a double) negligence rule with type-specific norms and
compliance-contingent type-specific subsidies.
We analyze legal architectures to internalize externalities – different liability rules. Liability law
is similar but not identical to property law.4 Having well defined property rights on the
resource through which the externality is mediated (and with zero transaction costs) polluter
and pollutee might negotiate, and agree on a socially optimal allocation. Under certain
conditions, this allocation is unique, not depending on the initial allocation of property rights
(the “Coase-Theorem”). However, in the paper at hand, we assume that polluter and pollutee
do not negotiate on the extent of the externality (the level of pollution). This issue is dealt with
in a different branch of literature.5
The paper at hand complements previous papers telling “tales of two market failures”6, namely
environmental externalities and R&D spillovers. These papers analyze the joint use of different
policy instruments to address the double distortion, such as a Pigouvian tax combined with an
R&D subsidy, or emission taxes and transferable discharge permits combined with
performance standards.7 In contrast to this paper, none of the analyses mentioned above
considers environmental liability as a possible means to internalize the double externality,
either exclusively or jointly with another policy instrument. Moreover, none of these papers
allows for asymmetric information. 8
Environmental liability law as a means to address the double market failure generated by
environmental externalities and research spillovers is addressed in Endres et al. (2008). In this
paper, however, environmental liability rules are not combined with any other policy
instrument. Moreover, the paper does not allow for asymmetric information.9
4

Differences are pointed out in Endres (2011), pp. 52-54.
See Chipman and Tian (2011) for a recent exposition.
6
Jaffe, Newell and Stavins (2005) deserve credit for this expression which has also been used in the abstract
above.
7
See Fischer et al. (2003), Fischer and Newell (2008), Jaffe et al. (2005), Katsoulacos und Xepapadeas (1996), Parry
(1998), Ulph and Ulph (2007).
8
Karp and Zhiang (2011) do also analyze the combination of an investment subsidy with an emission tax or
emission quota, respectively, within the context of asymmetric information. However, it is "a tale of a single
market failure", only, because the paper does not consider research spillovers.
9
Endres and Bertram (2006), Endres et al. (2007) as well as Endres and Friehe (2011a, 2011b) analyze different
environmental liability rules in a setting with negative externalities and induced technical change. However, these
papers do not deal with R&D spillovers.
5
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We proceed as follows: In section II, we derive the social optimum as a benchmark. Sections III,
IV and V present the decentralization of decision-making under liability law when combined
with a research subsidy. While section III analyzes the case in which the regulator has complete
information, sections IV and V assume that the regulator has information only on firm
behavior, but not on the type of the firm. Whereas in section IV uniform liability rules
combined with a uniform subsidy are considered, section V deals with type-specific negligence
rules combined with compliance-contingent subsidies. Section VI concludes.

II. Socially optimal abatement and R&D investment
We consider a model of a risk-neutral society with two firms. Firm i’s abatement level is given
by xi ( 0) , i {H , L} . The firm-specific (and verifiable) expected environmental damages are
given by D( xi ) , with D  0  D , i.e., an increase in the abatement level lowers
environmental damages at a diminishing rate. The abatement level xi corresponds to
abatement costs C ( xi , Ti ) , where Cx  0 , Cxx  0 holds, i.e., marginal abatement costs are
positive and strictly increasing. Ti represents the state of the abatement technology used. The
state of technology is determined by the firm’s R&D level ri and by that of the other firm rj
according to Ti  ri   rj , i, j {H , L} , i  j , with   (0,1) measuring the knowledge spillover
between firms. The state of technology used affects abatement costs, with an improvement in
the abatement technology lowering abatement costs (CT  0) at a diminishing rate (CTT  0) .
Additionally, we assume that marginal abatement costs are decreasing with regard to the state
of the technology used ( CxT  0 ).10 A unit of R&D investment comes at costs i for firm i ,
where it holds that H > L .11 Correspondingly, firm H is called a high-cost and firm L a low-cost
firm.
The social planner minimizes expected social costs associated with pollution. These costs are
composed of abatement costs, expected damages and R&D costs. Hence, the optimization
problem faced by the social planner is given by
(1)

min SC 
xi , ri

  C ( x , r   r )  D( x )  ir  .

i{ L , H } j i

i

i

j

i

i

10

Recent publications have acknowledged the empirical observation that some kinds of technical change exist
that are associated with a reduction in marginal abatement costs only for a sub-range of abatement levels, while
for another range marginal abatement costs are increasing (see e.g. Baker/Adu-Bonnah 2008; Baker et al. 2008;
Bauman et al. 2008; Endres/Friehe 2011a, 2011b). Another way to stylize technical change is that it decreases
emissions per unit of output (see, e.g., Ulph/Ulph 2007). However, we confine our analysis to the case in which
technical progress induces an overall reduction of marginal abatement costs and ignore all other modeling
possibilities.
11
Since the cost parameter reflects the only difference between the two firms, we use the same symbols
i, j {H , L} for the names of the firms and the cost parameters.
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The corresponding first-order conditions are
(1.a)

SC / ri  CT ( xi , Ti )   CT ( x j , T j )  i  0 ,

(1.b)

SC / xi  Cx ( xi , Ti )  D( xi )  0 .

We focus on interior solutions and thereby consider only cases in which the social planner
seeks to induce positive abatement levels and technology investments from both firms.
Equation (1.a) implies that the social planner acknowledges that R&D by firm i entails a
marginal benefit not only with respect to the level of firm i 's abatement costs, but also
regarding those of firm j . This is due to the fact that there is a technology spillover to the
extent of  . Equation (1.b) states that in the social optimum, marginal abatement costs are
equal to the marginal reduction of environmental harm. Both conditions together imply the
following statement:

Proposition 1: First best abatement and investment levels
For the socially optimal abatement and investment levels holds xLFB  xHFB and rLFB  rHFB .12
Proof:
We first prove xLFB  xHFB by showing that (i) xLFB  xHFB as well as (ii) xLFB  xHFB leads to a
contradiction. (iii) We then show that rLFB  rHFB follows from xLFB  xHFB .
(i) Assume that xLFB  xHFB holds. Then it follows from (1.b):
Cx ( xLFB , TLFB )   D' ( xLFB )   D' ( xHFB )  Cx ( xHFB , THFB )  Cx ( xLFB , THFB ) with Ti FB  ri FB   rjFB .

Because of CxT  0 this however implies THFB  TLFB or equivalently rHFB  rLFB .
For the corresponding social costs would hold:

SC FB  C ( xLFB , rLFB   rHFB )  D( xLFB )  LxLFB  C ( xHFB , rHFB   rLFB )  D( xHFB )  HxHFB
 C ( xLFB , rLFB   rHFB )  D( xLFB )  HxLFB  C ( xHFB , rHFB   rLFB )  D( xHFB )  LxHFB
+ ( H  L)( xHFB  xLFB )
 C ( xLFB , rLFB   rHFB )  D( xLFB )  HxLFB  C ( xHFB , rHFB   rLFB )  D( xHFB )  LxHFB ,
which is a contradiction since the last term represents social costs under the abatement and
investment values xL : xHFB , rL : rHFB , xH : xLFB , rH : rLFB , which would be lower than the
socially optimal ones.
(ii) Assume that xLFB  xHFB holds. Then from (1.b) it follows
Cx ( xLFB , TLFB )   D' ( xLFB )   D' ( xHFB )  Cx ( xHFB , THFB )  Cx ( xLFB , THFB )  THFB  TLFB  rHFB  rLFB .
Hence, from (1.a) follows
CT ( xHFB , THFB )  H   CT ( xLFB , TLFB )  CT ( xLFB , TLFB )  L  CT ( xHFB , THFB )  H  L , which is a
contradiction.
12

The upper index “FB” denotes the socially optimal (= first best) activity levels.
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(iii) From xLFB  xHFB it follows
Cx ( xLFB, TLFB )   D' ( xLFB )   D' ( xHFB )  Cx ( xHFB, THFB )  Cx ( xLFB, THFB )  THFB  TLFB  rHFB  rLFB .
(q.e.d.)

The intuition behind Proposition 1 is simply the following. Since firm L is able to invest in
technical progress more efficiently than firm H, it should invest a larger amount of money,
according to the criterion of social cost minimization. This results in a more advanced socially
optimal technology level of firm L. Correspondingly, also firm L’s optimal abatement level is
higher than the optimal one of firm H.

III. Regulation with complete information
In the following, we will show that the joint use of environmental liability law and R&D
subsidies can induce first best decision-making by firms if the policy maker has complete
information. Complete information in our context in particular implies knowledge on firm type,
i.e., the firms’ R&D costs. As such information is unrealistic in most practical settings, the
results obtained may be interpreted as a benchmark. In section IV, we will turn to the more
realistic scenario in which firm type is no longer common knowledge. We assume throughout
the paper that firms have no concern for social costs, but wish to minimize private costs.

III.1 Strict liability and R&D subsidies
In the case of strict liability, the requirement to compensate those harmed by the activity in
question arises irrespective of the way in which the activity was undertaken (see, e.g., Shavell
2007). For our analysis of strict liability, we assume the following three-stage game: (i) The
policy maker determines the level of R&D subsidies sL and sH . (ii) Firms simultaneously
choose the extent of R&D investment. (iii) Firms simultaneously decide on their level of
abatement. We solve the game backwards.

At stage 3, firm i minimizes private costs PCiSL with respect to the abatement xi , given the
abatement technology Ti .
(2)

min PCiSL = C ( xi , Ti )  D( xi )  (i  si )ri
xi

The first-order condition for firm i
(2.a)

PCiSL / xi = Cx ( xi , Ti )  D( xi ) = 0
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implicitly defines the optimal abatement level xi (Ti ) for a given technology level Ti . Because
of CxT  0 the abatement choice is increasing with the technology level. Since equation (2.a)
corresponds to (1.b), given Ti , the abatement level is not only optimal from the private, but
also from the social point of view. In particular, this directly implies that the privately optimal
level of abatement is equal to the first best level if the private decisions on R&D at the former
stage are such that the state of technology is first best (i.e., that xi (Ti FB )  xiFB ).

At stage 2, firm i minimizes private costs PCiSL with respect to the research investment ri ,
given the research investment by the other firm and the anticipated level of abatement at
stage 3, xi (Ti ) .
(3)

min PCiSL = C ( xi (Ti ), ri   rj )  D( xi (Ti ))  (i  si )ri
ri

The first-order condition for firm i is given by
(3.a)

PCiSL / ri =  Cx ( xi (Ti ), Ti )  D( xi (Ti )) 
0

dx
 CT ( xi (Ti ), Ti )  i  si = CT ( xi (Ti ), Ti )  i  s  0 .
dT

Comparing condition (3.a) and (1.a) shows that in case of strict liability, firm i does not
internalize the marginal benefit owing to the reduction in firm j 's abatement costs. However,
this deficiency may be remediated by an appropriate selection of the R&D subsidy granted to
firm i at stage 1.
At stage 1, the policy maker chooses the subsidy levels, whose optimal structure in the case of
strict liability is discussed in Proposition 2.

Proposition 2: Strict liability with full information
a) Assume that the firm type is public information. Then, the joint use of strict liability and an R&D
FB
subsidy siFB =  CT ( x FB
j , T j ) ensures that the socially optimal abatement and investment levels
are also privately optimal.
b) The R&D subsidy that is granted to firm L is higher than the one granted to firm H, sLFB > sHFB .
c) A deviation from at least one of the subsidy levels specified in a) results in a deviation from the
socially optimal activity levels.
Proof:

6

FB
a) Using siFB =  CT ( x FB
j , T j ) , i  H , L , leads to a correspondence of private and social first-

order conditions, from which directly follows the assertion.
b) Restating conditions (1.a) shows that

L = CT ( xLFB , TLFB )[1   CT ( xHFB , THFB )/CT ( xLFB , TLFB )] and
H = CT ( xLFB , TLFB )[  CT ( xHFB , THFB )/CT ( xLFB , TLFB )] , from which follows
L  H  1   CT ( xHFB , THFB )/CT ( xLFB , TLFB )    CT ( xHFB , THFB )/CT ( xLFB , TLFB )

 1    (1   )CT ( xHFB , THFB )/CT ( xLFB , TLFB )  1  CT ( xHFB , THFB )/CT ( xLFB , TLFB )
 CT ( xLFB , TLFB )  CT ( xHFB , THFB )   CT ( xLFB , TLFB )   CT ( xHFB , THFB )  sHFB  sLFB .
c) Given rj  rjFB and si  () siFB it follows from equation (3.a) that for the optimal activity
levels of firm i holds ri  ri FB and xi  xiFB . (q.e.d.)

The intuition behind Proposition 2 is quite straightforward.In principal, there are two kinds of
externality that may cause a divergency of private choices and socially optimal ones. The first
externality is due to pollution and is internalized by imposing social damages onto the polluting
firm. The second externality arises from the technology spillover. The individual firm enjoys a
private marginal benefit from research strictly below the social one. An appropriate
adjustment of research costs by means of an R&D subsidy can align private and social
incentives if it mirrors the additional social benefits of a higher R&D level of firm i .
Moreover, since research investments of firm L are more productive than research investments
of firm H, the socially optimal subsidy of firm L is higher than the one of firm H.

III.2 Negligence and R&D subsidies
In the case of negligence, the requirement to compensate those harmed by an activity only
arises if the undertaking of the activity is judged to be negligent by a court, i.e., if it breaches a
defined behavioral standard. In our context, firms are required to take at least a predetermined
level of abatement defined as xi . We assume that the behavioral standard is set at the first
best abatement level, xi = xiFB . For our analysis of negligence, we model the following threestage game: (i) The policy maker determines the level of R&D subsidy si and the abatement
standard xi for firm i . (ii) Firms simultaneously choose the extent of R&D investment. (iii)
Firms simultaneously decide on their level of abatement. As in section III.1, we solve the game
backwards.

7

At stage 3, firm i determines its level of abatement xi , given the abatement technology and
the abatement norm xi . Abatement is undertaken in order to minimize private costs:
(4)

C ( xi , Ti )  D( xi )  (i  si )ri
min PCiN = 
xi
C ( xi , Ti )  (i  si )ri


if
if

xi < xi  xiFB ,
xi  xi  xiFB .

Let xi (Ti ) denote the abatement level that minimizes the first line of equation (4). Note that

xi (Ti ) is increasing in Ti and that xi (Ti FB )  xiFB holds.
The second line of (4) is minimized by xiFB . Hence for the equilibrium of the third stage xi* (Ti )
we get xi* (Ti ) {xi (Ti ), xiFB } , with xi* (Ti )  xiFB iff
(5)

C ( xiFB , Ti )  C ( xi (Ti ), Ti )  D( xi (Ti )) .

It is clear that this inequality will hold true if Ti = Ti FB . Consequently, the negligence rule
induces first best abatement decisions, contingent on having socially optimal R&D choices by
firms.

At stage 2, firm i minimizes private costs PCiN with respect to the research investment ri ,
given the research investment by the other firm and the anticipated level of abatement at
stage 3, xi (Ti ) .
(6)

C ( xi (Ti ), Ti )  D( xi )  (i  si )ri
min PCiN = 
ri
C ( xiFB , Ti )  (i  si )ri


if
if

xi (Ti ) < xi  xiFB ,
xi  xi  xiFB .

At stage 1, the policy maker chooses the subsidies whose optimal levels in the case of
negligence also coincide with the socially optimal ones. In fact, Proposition 3 shows that given
xi  xiFB , si  siFB (see Proposition 2) and rj  rjFB , j  i , firm i chooses ri  ri FB .

Proposition 3: Negligence with full information
Assume that the firm type is public information. Then the joint use of negligence with xi  xiFB
FB
and the first best R&D subsidy siFB =  CT ( x FB
j , T j ) ensures that the socially optimal abatement

and investment levels are also privately optimal.
Proof:
Assume that xi  xiFB , si  siFB and rj  rjFB , j  i , holds.
Given xiFB (second line of equation (6)) the optimal technology investment of firm i is given by
ri FB . In the range xi (Ti ) < xiFB the cost minimizing investment level would be given by ri FB  

8

with   0 . Since
C ( xi (Ti FB   ), Ti FB   )  D( xi (Ti FB   ))  (i  siFB )(ri FB   )  C ( xiFB , Ti FB )  (i  siFB )ri FB ,
the overall optimal investment level is given by ri FB . (q.e.d.)
III.3 Comparing strict liability and negligence
We have shown that privately optimal decisions on R&D investment and abatement coincide
with socially optimal levels in the case of both strict liability and negligence if respective
liability rules are used jointly with an R&D subsidy set at the spillover level at optimal
abatement and investment levels. As a consequence, neither liability rule is strictly preferable
to the other one in the presence of complete information. However, the critical assumption
maintained during this section, being that the policy maker can observe firm type and
behavior, is restrictive as it is unlikely to hold in reality. Accordingly, in the next section, we
analyze the ability of the two liability rules to induce socially optimal firm behaviour under the
more realistic assumption of incomplete information.

IV. Regulation with incomplete information
In this section, we address the problem that policy makers cannot observe the firm type.
Therefore, we make the following assumption, which is conventional in the literature on
asymmetric information: the policy maker only knows that there are two firm types with
different R&D costs but he does not know which cost function belongs to which firm. This
precludes having subsidies and negligence standards being contingent on the observation of
the firm type.
In this section we assume that the policy maker offers a unique subsidy to both firms and
analyze whether the strict liability and/or the negligence rule are able to induce the socially
optimal activity levels.13 One might suspect that for any liability rule two distinct subsidy offers
would be necessary to reach this goal. Indeed, this presumption turns out to be true for the
strict liability rule (see section IV.1) and a (simple) negligence rule which makes liability
dependent only on the level of abatement (see section IV.2). A double negligence rule with a
combined abatement and technology standard, however, may be able to induce the socially
optimal allocation even with a uniform subsidy (see section IV.3).

IV.1 Strict liability and R&D subsidy
In case of a uniform subsidy s , with the strict liability rule the individual payoff functions are
given by

13

A screening mechanism using differentiated subsidies and negligence norms is analyzed in section V.
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(7)

PCiSL  C  xi , Ti   D( xi )  (i  s)ri .

From Proposition 2, however, we know that the socially optimal activity levels can only be
FB
FB
FB
induced by firm-specific subsidy levels siFB   CT ( x FB
j , T j ) with sL  sH . Hence the strict
liability rule combined with uniform subsidies is not able to induce first-best decision-making
by firms.
IV.2 (Simple) Negligence and R&D subsidy
Whether the simple negligence rule combined with a uniform subsidy is able to induce the
socially optimal activity levels is not as clear as for the strict liability rule, since Proposition 3 (in
contrast to Proposition 2) does not make a statement with respect to the uniqueness of the
specified socially optimal policy choices. Indeed, in the case of negligence the socially optimal
policy levels are not unique, since the firms’ socially optimal behavior might also be induced by
abatement norms with which at least one firm does not comply. However, in the following we
will demonstrate that under the restrictions of a uniform negligence rule and a uniform subsidy
socially optimal firm behavi0r cannot be induced.
In the following, we will consider a negligence rule with abatement norm x . The
corresponding firm-specific payoff functions are given by

(8)

if xi  x 
 0
PCiN  C  xi , Ti   
  (i  s)ri .
 D( xi ) if xi  x 

With respect to the stringency of the abatement norm three cases are possible:
a) The abatement norm is “very tough”, so that no firm is going to comply with it.
b) The abatement norm is “very mild”, so that both firms are going to comply with it.
c) The abatement norm is “moderate” (which puts case (c) in between cases (a) and (b)),
so that only the L-firm is going to comply with the norm.
Obviously neither in case (a) nor in case (b) the socially optimal activity levels can be induced.
In case (a) the equilibrium activity levels correspond with those in case of strict liability. Hence
the argumentation of section IV.1 applies. In case (b) both firms choose the same abatement
levels, whereas in the social optimum firm L chooses a higher abatement level (see Proposition
1). Since in case (c) the L-firm complies with the abatement norm it has to be chosen according
to the socially optimal abatement level of this firm, i.e., x  xLFB . To induce that firm L chooses
the socially optimal investment level rLFB the subsidy must equal sLFB (see section III.1). Given
s  sLFB and r  rLFB , however, firm H chooses a higher investment level than its socially optimal
one because of sLFB  sHFB . In summary, also under case (c) the negligence rule with a single
abatement norm is not able to induce the social optimum.
10

The results of the sections IV.1 and IV.2 are summarized in Proposition 4.
Proposition 4: Strict liability and negligence with incomplete information
Assume that the firm type is private information. Then the combination of a subsidy with strict
liability or (simple) negligence is not able to induce the socially optimal activity levels.
IV.3 Double Negligence and R&D subsidy
In the following we will consider a negligence rule that combines thresholds for abatement ( x )
and technology ( T ). The corresponding firm-specific payoff functions are given by

(9)

 0
if xi  x and Ti  T 
PCiDN  C  xi , Ti   
  (i  s)ri .
 D( xi ) if xi  x or Ti  T 

With respect to the stringency of the two thresholds, we again distinguish the cases (a), (b) and
(c) from section IV.2. As in the case of the simple negligence rule neither in case (a) nor in case
(b) the socially optimal activity levels can be induced. In case (a) the equilibrium activity levels
correspond with those of strict liability. Hence the argumentation of section IV.1 applies. In
case (b) both firms choose the same activity levels, whereas in the social optimum firm L
chooses higher activity levels. Hence, if at all, the social optimum can only be induced via
threshold and subsidy levels that correspond with case (c).
Since in case (c) the L-firm complies with the thresholds they have to be chosen according to
the socially optimal activity levels of this firm, i.e., x  xLFB and T  TLFB . The subsidy, however,
has to be chosen on the socially optimal level with respect to firm H, i.e. s  sHFB . (See the
argumentation of section III.1).
Proposition 5 specifies the conditions under which the double negligence rule is able to induce
the socially optimal activity levels.
Proposition 5: Double negligence with incomplete information
Assume that the firm type is private information. Then the combination of the subsidy s  sHFB
with the double negligence rule specified in (9) with x  xLFB and T  TLFB is able to induce the
socially optimal activity levels iff the following two conditions are fulfilled simultaneously:





a) C  xLFB , TLFB   ( L  sHFB )rLFB  min C  xL , rL   rHFB   D( xL )  ( L  sHFB )rL ,
xL , rL





b) C  xLFB , TLFB   ( H  sHFB ) TLFB   rLFB   min C  xH , rH   rLFB   D( xH )  ( H  sHFB )rH .
xH , rH
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Proof:
Given rH  rHFB , firm L complies with the abatement- and investment norm if (a) holds. On the
other hand, given rL  rLFB , firm H prefers ‘liability’ if (b) is fulfilled. If both conditions hold
simultaneously the socially optimal allocation is an equilibrium in the case of the double
negligence rule. (q.e.d.)
The two conditions specified in Proposition 5 ensure a successful screening that separates the
firms with respect to non-compliance and compliance of the combined abatementtechnology-norm. Condition (a) ensures that firm L chooses compliance with the double norm
and condition (b) ensures that firm H chooses non-compliance (given the equilibrium choices of
the other firms). Even though the subsidy level is lower than sLFB it may be attractive to firm L
to comply with the double norm in order to avoid liability. Since the “compliance costs” of firm
H are higher than those of firm L it may be unattractive to firm H to comply with the double
norm, even if it is attractive to firm L.
Example 1 demonstrates that the two conditions (a) and (b) can indeed be fulfilled
simultaneously and hence the double negligence rule may be able to induce the socially
optimal activity levels.
Example 1:
Let the abatement costs be given by C ( x, T )  cx 2 /





T  1 , and environmental harm by

D( x)  d / x .

a) For the parameter values   0.1, c  2500, d  50, L  1 and H  5 we get the following
results.
The first best abatement and R&D levels for the low-cost and high-cost firm are given by
( xLFB , rLFB )  (0.43, 50.11) and ( xHFB , rHFB )  (0.32, 0.48) , respectively. The corresponding first
best levels for the R&D subsidy are given by sLFB  0.495 and sHFB  0.051 .
In the case of the double negligence rule with x  xLFB , T  TLFB and s  sHFB the costs of firm L
(under the assumption that rH  rHFB holds) are given by PCLcompliance  105.4 if it complies with
the standards. Under non-compliance the optimal activity levels of firm L would be given by
( xL , rL )  (0.40, 27.80) . (Note that since the subsidy is lower than the socially optimal level for
firm L, its abatement and investment levels are also lower than the corresponding socially
optimal ones.) Corresponding private costs of firm L would be given by PCLnoncompliance  215.1
and hence would be higher than in the case of compliance.
The costs of firm H (under the assumption that rL  rLFB holds) are given by PCHcompliance  281.9
if it complies with the standards. With non-compliance the optimal activity levels of firm H
would be given by ( xH , rH )  (0.32, 0.48)  ( xHFB , rHFB ) . Corresponding private costs of firm H are
12

given by PCHnoncompliance  235.2 . Summing up, in equilibrium only firm L complies with the
standards and both firms choose the socially optimal activity levels.
b) Note that for a smaller difference between H and L, e.g., in case of H  4 both firms would
comply with the standards and hence the socially optimum could not be induced.
IV.4 Welfare comparison
In sections IV.1-IV.3 it could be seen that the double negligence rule may induce the social
optimum for appropriate parameter specifications, which is not possible in the case of the
strict liability or the simple negligence rule. Of course in these cases the negligence rule is
welfare superior to the strict liability rule and the simple negligence rule.
For those cases in which the double negligence rule is also not able to induce socially optimal
firm behavior, it can be argued that the socially optimal variant of the negligence rule performs
at least as well as the strict liability rule with respect to social costs if abatement costs for total
abatement are infinite, i.e., if C ( x, T )   for x  xmax , where xmax is the abatement level
that corresponds with no pollution at all, holds. The simple reason behind this claim is that the
policy maker may always choose an abatement (and investment) norm that is strict enough to
ensure that both firms do not comply with the norm, which, however, implies that the
corresponding activity levels coincide with those in the case of the strict liability rule.
Similarly the double negligence rule also dominates the simple negligence rule, since in the
case of the double negligence rule the technology level can always be chosen to such a low
extent that it is not binding. In other words, the set of social costs that can be induced by the
double negligence rule comprises the sets of social costs that can be induced by the strict
liability and the simple negligence rule, respectively. Hence the minimum level of social costs in
the case of the double negligence rule is at least as low as the minima in the cases of the strict
liability and the simple negligence rule.

V. Screening of firms using compliance-contingent subsidies
In section IV, we assumed that the regulator is restricted to uniform policy measures, i.e., he
uses uniform subsidies and an identical liability rule for each firm. However, it is well known
from the theory of asymmetric information that the offer of type-specific contracts may be
conducive to a successful screening. Hence, in this section, we assume that the policy maker
offers two variants of negligence which differ in the requested levels of care and between
which the firms may choose.14 To make the more demanding negligence rule potentially
attractive, we assume that the two negligence rules are combined with differentiated
compliance-contingent subsidy levels, i.e., the unattractiveness of a stricter norm is
14

In a related analysis Friehe (2009) discusses a policy maker seeking to screen accident victims with different
harm levels in a tort setting.
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compensated by a higher subsidy. As in section IV we consider two variants of negligence: a
simple negligence rule with an abatement norm and a double negligence rule with an
abatement and technology norm.
Since the goal of the differentiated policy variants is a successful screening of firms with both
firms choosing their socially optimal activity levels, we assume that the firms may choose
between
- the higher subsidy sLFB combined with the abatement norm xLFB (and the additional
technology norm TLFB under the double negligence rule) and
- the lower subsidy sHFB combined with the weaker abatement norm xHFB (and the
additional technology norm THFB under the double negligence rule).
We henceforth abbreviate the first contract by L-contract and the second one by H-contract.
The corresponding private cost functions can be represented by equation (10) in the case of
simple negligence and by equation (11) in the case of double negligence.15
 (i  sLFB )ri if xi  xLFB


N (C )
FB
FB
FB 
(10)
PCi
 C  xi , Ti    (i  sH )ri if xi  [ xH , xL )  .
 D( x )  ir if x  x FB

i
i
i
H


FB
 (i  sL )ri
if xi  xLFB and Ti  TLFB

(11) PCiDN (C )  C  xi , Ti    (i  sHFB )ri if xi  xHFB , Ti  THFB and ( xi  xLFB or Ti  TLFB )
 D( x )  ir
if xi  xHFB or Ti  THFB
i
i




.



We first consider the optimal choice of firm L, given that firm H chooses the socially optimal
activity levels xHFB and rHFB . First note that non-compliance with both contracts (= third line of
equations (10) and (11)) cannot be the best option for firm L, since this choice is dominated by
compliance with the L-contract. The reasoning given in section III.2 applies. Hence firm L
chooses one of the following two options:
i) Firm L may choose its type-specific L-contract and comply with it (=first line of equation (10)
or (11)). Irrespective of the negligence rule being of the simple or double type, in this case firm
L chooses the socially optimal activity levels ( xLFB , rLFB ) . Its corresponding costs are given by
C ( xLFB , TLFB )  ( L  sLFB )rLFB .
ii) Alternatively firm L might choose the H-contract and comply with it (= second line of
equations (10) and (11)). Accordingly in the case of the simple negligence rule firm L chooses
xHFB and the technology level rL that minimizes C ( xHFB , rL   rHFB )  ( L  sHFB )rL . In the case of
the double negligence rule firm L would comply with both standards. Whereas it would exactly
fulfill the abatement norm, it might pay off for firm L to overfulfill the technology norm due to

15

The upper index C indicates compliance-contingent subsidies.
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its lower investment costs (see example 2, below). Hence firm L would choose
( xHFB , rL  THFB   rHFB ) .
Summing up, in the case of simple negligence (double negligence) firm L chooses its type
specific L-contract if and only if equation (12) (equation (13)) holds:
(12)

C ( xLFB , TLFB )  ( L  sLFB )rLFB  min C ( xHFB , rL   rHFB )  ( L  sHFB )(rL ) and

(13)

C ( x , T )  ( L  s )r

rL

FB
L

FB
L

FB
L

FB
L



min

rL THFB  rHFB

C( x

FB
H

, rL   rHFB )  ( L  sHFB )rL  .

Let us now consider the optimal choice of firm H, given that firm L complies with its typespecific norms and hence chooses xLFB and rLFB . Also for firm H non-compliance cannot be the
best option, since this choice is dominated by compliance with the H-contract. Hence firm H
either complies with the H- or the L- contract.
i) If firm H chooses the H-contract its optimal activity levels coincide with the socially optimal
ones ( xHFB , rHFB ) (irrespective of whether there is simple or double negligence). Its
corresponding costs are given by C ( xHFB , THFB )  ( H  sHFB )rHFB .
ii) Under the L-contract firm H chooses xLFB and the technology level rH that minimizes
C ( xLFB , rH   rLFB )  ( H  sLFB )rH in the case of simple negligence and ( xLFB , TLFB   rLFB ) in the
case of double negligence. Summing up, with simple negligence (double negligence) firm H
chooses the H-contract if and only if equation (14) (equation (15)) holds with
(14)

C ( xHFB , THFB )  ( H  sHFB )rHFB  min C ( xLFB , rH   rLFB )  ( H  sLFB )(rH ) and

(15)

C ( x , T )  ( H  s )r

rH

FB
H

FB
H

FB
H

FB
H

 C ( xLFB , TLFB )  ( H  sLFB )(TLFB   rLFB ) .

Since the L- and H-contract are tailored to the particular cost functions of firm L and H,
respectively, one might assume that at least one of the two condition pairs (12 and 14) or (13
and 15) are less restrictive than the conditions for social optimality of the double negligence
rule with uniform subsidies specified in Proposition 5 (see section IV.3). However, from
Proposition 6.c it follows that this expectation can be refuted. E.g., in Example 2 below only
double negligence with uniform subsidies may induce socially optimal activity.
Proposition 6: Differentiated simple and double negligence rules with compliancecontingent subsidies
Assume that firm type is private information.
a) Simple negligence with two type-specific negligence contracts, each being composed of the
abatement norm xiFB and a compliance-contingent subsidy siFB , i {L, H } , is able to induce the
socially optimal activity levels iff equations (12) and (14) are fulfilled.
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b) Double negligence with two type-specific negligence contracts, each being composed of the pair
of abatement and technology norm ( xiFB , Ti FB ) and a compliance-contingent subsidy
siFB , i {L, H } , is able to induce the socially optimal activity levels iff equations (13) and (15) are

fulfilled.
c) Double negligence with uniform subsidies may lead to higher welfare than any of the two typespecific negligence rules with compliance-contingent subsidies.
Proof:
Propositions 6.a and 6.b directly follow from the analysis presented above.
Proposition 6.c is proven by the following example.

(q.e.d.)

Example 2:
Consider again the functions and parameter specifications of Example 1.a, i.e,
C ( x, T )  cx 2 /





T  1 , D( x)  d / x ,   0.1, c  2500, d  50, L  1 and H  5 . In section IV.3

it has been shown that for these parameter values both firms choose their socially optimal
activity levels in the case of the double negligence rule with a uniform subsidy. For the typespecific negligence rules with compliance-contingent subsidies the following results can be
found:
a) Simple negligence: With simple negligence the firms have the choice between the
abatement norm xLFB  0.43 combined with the subsidy sLFB  0.495 (L-contract) and the
abatement norm xHFB  0.32 combined with the subsidy sHFB  0.051 .
Given that firm L chooses its socially optimal activity levels, firm H would prefer complying
with the H-contract with corresponding total costs given by C ( xHFB , THFB )  ( H  sHFB )rHFB  79.99 .
(If it would instead choose the L-contract its optimal investment level would be given by
rH  4.56 instead of rHFB  0.48 under the H-contract. Corresponding total costs would be
given by min C ( xLFB , rH   rLFB )  ( H  sLFB )(rH )  134.70 .)
rH

However, given that firm H chooses the socially optimal activity levels the L-contract is not the
optimal choice of firm L. If firm L chose the L-contract its total costs would be given by
C ( xLFB , TLFB )  ( L  sLFB )rLFB  83.13 and hence, they would be even higher than firm H’s costs
under the H-contract. This is due to its higher abatement requirements and higher investment
(which costs are only partially compensated by the subsidy). Hence it would pay off for firm L
to choose the H-contract. (Under the H-contract and given that firm H would choose the
socially optimal activity levels firm L would choose rL  20.26 with corresponding total costs
min C ( xLFB , rH   rLFB )  ( H  sLFB )(rH )  66.36 .) This implies that in our example the typerH

specific simple negligence rule with compliance-contingent subsidies is not able to induce both
firms to choose their socially optimal activity levels and hence, is inferior to the double
negligence rule with a uniform subsidy. In fact, in equilibrium, none of the firms choose the
socially optimal investment level, since also firm H would take into account that the
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investment level of firm L under the H-contract is lower than rLFB . Hence in equilibrium firm H
receives lower technology spillovers and reacts with a higher investment than rHFB . If both
firms make their investment decisions simultaneously firm L chooses rL  19.69 and firm H
rH  3.50 . Corresponding equilibrium costs are C ( xHFB , rH   rL )  ( H  sHFB )rH  94.92 for firm
H and C ( xHFB , rL   rH )  ( L  sHFB )rL  66.08 for firm L.
b) Double negligence:
With double negligence the firms have the choice between the pair of norms ( xLFB , TLFB )
combined with the subsidy sLFB (L-contract) and the pair of norms ( xHFB , THFB ) combined with
the subsidy sHFB (H-contract).
Given that firm L chooses its socially optimal activity levels, the L-contract is even more
unattractive for firm H with double negligence than with simple negligence due to the higher
investment requirement. (Firm H’s total costs under compliance of the L-contract would be
given by C ( xLFB , TLFB )  ( H  sLFB )(TLFB   rLFB )  261.22 .)
However, given that firm H chooses the socially optimal activity levels the L-contract is not the
optimal choice for firm L. If firm L chose the L-contract its total costs would (as under simple
negligence) be given by C ( xLFB , TLFB )  ( L  sLFB )rLFB  83.13 . Hence it would pay for firm L to
choose the H-contract. (Under the H-contract and given that firm H would choose the socially
optimal activity levels firm L would have to invest only THFB   rHFB  5.46 . Corresponding total
costs would be given by 81.74 . However firm L could further lower its total costs by
overfulfilling the technology norm. Given rH  rHFB its optimal investment level would be given
by rL  20.26 with corresponding total costs given by 66.36. (Note that similar to the
argumentation for the simple negligence rule the equilibrium investment levels of both firms
would have to be determined simultaneously.)
Summing up, opposed to the double negligence rule with a uniform subsidy neither the typespecific simple negligence rule nor the type-specific double negligence rule is able to induce
the social optimum.
The intuition for the potentially better outcome in the case of the double negligence rule with
uniform subsidies compared to the type-specific negligence rules may be explained as follows:
In the case ofdouble negligence with a uniform subsidy firm L has to “pay” for a deviation from
its socially optimal activity levels by bearing environmental harm. In the case of the typespecific negligence rules with compliance contingent subsidies the firm pays (only) with the
abdication of the higher subsidy, whereas on the other hand the requirements with respect to
abatement are decreasing. In the case of the type-specific negligence rule firm L (as well as
firm H) has not only two but three options and this widening of its scope of actions may lead to
a destabilization of the social optimum.
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VI. Conclusion
This paper analyzes abatement and technology choices by two asymmetric polluting firms that
are subject to environmental liability law and are granted R&D subsidies. The two externalities,
the pollution externality and the externality due to knowledge spillovers, can be exactly offset
if the policy maker has complete information. In that case, the two liability rules considered
both can induce first-best decisions by private actors. This symmetry no longer holds as soon
as the reality of incomplete information about firms' costs is addressed.
In the case of asymmetric information between the policy maker and firms, the former may
potentially induce the socially optimal activity levels by screening the firms using a double
negligence rule with abatement and investment norms that are tailored to the firm with low
investment costs and a subsidy that is tailored to the firm with high investment costs, whereas
it is not possible to induce the social optimum via strict liability. In those cases in which the
double negligence rule is not able to induce the social optimum it performs at least as well as
the strict liability and the simple negligence rule. In addition, it has been shown that the double
negligence rule with uniform subsidy may even outperform a simple and double negligence
rule with type-specific subsidies, abatement (and technology) norms. Hence screening via
compliance and non-compliance of a simple negligence rule combined with a uniform subsidy
may be more efficient than screening via type-specific negligence norms and subsidies.
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